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Brillouin light spectroscopy is used to measure the elastic moduli of spherical polymer-grafted
nanoparticle (GNP) melts as a function of chain length at fixed grafting density (0.47 chains=nm2) and
nanoparticle radius (8 nm). While the moduli follow a rule of mixtures (Wood’s law) for long chains, they
display enhanced elasticity and anomalous dissipation for graft chains <100 kDa. GNP melts with long
polymers at high σ have a dry zone near the GNP core, surrounded by a region where the grafts can
interpenetrate with chain fragments from adjacent GNPs. We propose that the departures from Wood’s law
for short chains are due to the effectively larger silica volume fraction in the region where sound propagates
—this is caused by the short, interpenetrated chain fragments being pushed out of the way. We thus
conclude that transport mechanisms (of gas, ions, sound, thermal phonons) in GNP melts are radically
different if interpenetrated chain segments can be “pushed out of the way” or not. This provides a facile new
means for manipulating the properties of these materials.
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The addition of inorganic nanoscale fillers to polymers
generally yields improvements in mechanical strength,
ease of processing, improved temporal stability, and
other property sets relative to the neat polymer [1–3].
Unfortunately, most inorganic fillers are immiscible in an
organic matrix as the fillers are typically hydrophilic while
polymers are apolar. The consequence of such immiscibility
on properties is not obvious and generally not controllable. A
well-explored method to ensure good nanoparticle (NP)
dispersion is by utilizing materials constructed with only
polymer-grafted NPs (GNPs) [4].While the primary aimwas
to ensure homogenous NP dispersion, such materials display
a whole host of unique property sets, e.g., enhanced light gas
transport [5–7], ion transport [8,9], phononic and photonic
band gap properties [10,11], and impact resistance [12,13].
The underpinning unique feature of these materials is the

microstructure of the polymer brush and its interaction with
brushes on neighboring GNPs, Fig. 1(a) [14]. Specifically,
a recent successful theory shows that a spherical brush in a
melt of GNPs can have two regions. The inner dry layer of
thickness hdry, with ndry monomers per chain, is comprised
of extended chain fragments. This layer is surrounded by an
interpenetration region where the remaining segments from

each chain, ninter ¼ N − ndry, are mixed with chain sections
from adjacent NPs (N is the total chain length); these
interpenetrated chain segments follow Gaussian statistics.
The thickness of the interpenetration zone is hinter. To
obtain hdry, hinter, ndry, and ninter we use two volume fill-
ing conditions: 4

3
πðRc þ hdryÞ3 ¼ 4

3
πR3

c þ ð4πR2
cσndry=ρÞ,

4
3
πR3

p ≡ 4
3
πðRc þ hdry þ hinter=2Þ3 ¼ 4

3
πR3

c þ ð4πR2
cσN=ρÞ

where Rc is the core radius of the NP, σ is the grafting
density, and ρ is the monomer number density (in units of
monomers=nm3). We also employ the mass balance con-
dition N ¼ ndry þ ninter and the Gaussian chain assumption

hinter ¼ n1=2interb (b is the statistical segment length) for chain
segments in the interpenetration zone. This model has been
validated against simulation results and it shows that the
stretching free energy per chain, ðhdry þ hinter=2Þ2=Nb2
goes through a maximum at Nmax ¼ ð2 ffiffiffi

3
p þ 3ÞðρRc=σÞ

[14–17]. Below this chain length, the brush is dominated by
extended brush segments, while it becomes more Gaussian-
like for longer chains. While the two zones are structurally
different, previous works have indicated that both the dry
and interpenetrated regions might be important for
mechanical behavior [18–20]. For the particular case of
GNP melts, the nature of the mechanical response has been
observed to be dependent on probe frequency, e.g., nano-
indentation [16,21,22], dynamical mechanical analysis
[23], rheology [20,24–26], quartz crystal microbalance
[27], and Brillouin light scattering, BLS [19]. While several
different reinforcement mechanisms have been proposed
[19,22,28,29], the relation between GNP microstructure
and mechanical properties is unclear.
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Here BLS is used to quantify the mechanical response of
poly(methyl acrylate) (PMA) grafted silica NPs. We sys-
tematically varied the graft PMA molecular weight (MWn)
while holding the grafting density, σ ≈ 0.47 chains=nm2,
and the silica core radius (Rc ¼ 8 nm) fixed in a series of
experiments. BLS has important advantages relative to
macroscopic mechanical experiments since it allows for a
noninvasivemeasurement of elasticmoduli under zero strain
by harnessing the thermal phonons in the material. Further,
the selection of the polarization and direction of phonon
propagation separately gives us the mechanical properties
along the longitudinal and transverse directions. Themethod
is insensitive to material defects due to its submicron
resolution and the inherently high frequencies enable the
measurement of the elastic moduli compared to the visco-
elastic modulus accessible by shear rheometry at low
frequencies. While PMA and PMA-g-SiO2 are above
but near the polymer’s glass transition temperature
(Tg ≈ 291 K), the segmental relaxation frequency at the
measurement temperature (∼1 Hz) is far removed from
hypersonic frequencies (∼GHz). Thus, the PMA segmental
dynamics are frozen in the BLS experiment and do not affect
the propagation of GHz thermal phonons.

We use the trends in BLS sound velocities as an initial
proxy for the elastic mechanical behavior in the GNP
assemblies. The BLS spectra from the inelastic scattering of
light by the longitudinal and transverse phonons propagat-
ing in the medium with wave vector q are depicted in
Fig. 2(a). In this case we used a GNP withMWn ¼ 41 kDa
for longitudinal phonon propagation in and out of plane
[top and bottom insets to Fig. 2(a)] with wave vectors q ¼
0.001 and 0.0304 nm−1, respectively. For all GNPs, only a
single longitudinal phonon was visible at all q’s, implying
that the films are spatially homogenous over a length scale
2π=q ∼ 200 − 600 nm defined by the smallest and largest
wave vector studied, respectively. This is unsurpri-
sing because the size of the building block NPs and

FIG. 2. (a) Anti-Stokes Brillouin light scattering (BLS) spectra
at two different scattering wave vectors q’s for a representative
GNP melt with graft molecular weight, MWn ¼ 41 kDa. The
incident angle is α, the phonon wave vector, q ¼ ks − ki is
defined by the wave vectors of the scattered (ks) and incident (ki)
light with wavelength λ (¼532 nm). The BLS spectra represented
(red lines) by single Lorentzian line are recorded at two different
q directions: in-plane with q ¼ 0.001 nm−1 (upper, transmission)
and q ¼ 0.0304 nm−1 (lower panel, reflection geometry). (b) The
corresponding acoustic dispersion relation obtained from the
BLS spectra in (a), and the shaded blue region indicates the
spectra collected in the reflection geometry [lower panel in (a)].
For comparison, the acoustic dispersion relation of MWn ¼
132 kDa is also shown. (c),(d) Experimental longitudinal cL
(c) and transverse cT (d) sound velocities for different molecular
weights at σ ≈ 0.47 chains=nm2 for PMA grafted SiO2 GNP. The
blue circle and red square points indicate the trend with ϕNP (top
axis) and MWn (bottom axis), respectively. The blue dotted line
indicate the Wood’s law representation of the experimental cL
and cT vs ϕNP in (c),(d). Red dashed lines are guides to the eye.

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of polymer brush structure in
GNP assemblies. (b) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
image for GNP melts with molecular weight MWn ¼ 80 kDa and
grafting density σ ≈ 0.47 chains=nm2. (c) SAXS patterns for
GNPs with increasing MWn (bottom—31 kDa; top—132 kDa,
hollow symbols). The data were modeled as a product of a
polydisperse hard sphere form factor (with known radius and
dispersity) with a monodisperse Percus-Yevick hard sphere struc-
ture factor, with two parameters RHS and ϕHS, the hard sphere
radius and volume fraction (solid lines). (d) Estimated GNP radius,
RHS (symbols) and theoretically predicted radius Rp ¼
Rc þ hdry þ hinter=2 (solid line, see panel (a); [14]) plotted vs
MWn of the polymer graft. The dashed line is Rdry ¼ Rc þ hdry.
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characteristic interparticle spacings (20–45 nm) are about
an order of magnitude smaller than the spatial domain
probed. Thus, unlike previous studies we do not observe
the characteristic vibrational modes and phonon band gaps
associated with the first Brillouin zone due to the nano-
scopic size of the GNPs used and the short interparticle
spacing [10].
All polarized spectra at a given q were represented by a

single Lorentzian line shape centered at the phonon
frequency, f0, with a full-width at half-maximum line-
width, Γexp (see Brillouin light spectroscopy in the
Supplemental Material [30]). We start with the transmission
geometry for which the magnitude of q ¼ ð4π=λÞ sin α is
independent of the material refractive index. The linear
acoustic dispersion relation, fðqÞ [Fig. 2(b)], yields the
longitudinal sound velocity, cL ¼ 2πf=q which is antici-
pated for thick films (qd ≫ 1) as in the present case
(d ∼ 100 μm) [33]. For spectra collected in the reflection
geometry, the relation between sound velocity and fre-
quency depends on the material refractive index, n. Using
the sound velocity cL (determined in the transmission
geometry), we calculate a virtually constant n for the
GNP films (Fig. S1 [30]). Figure 2(b) shows that the linear
slope of f (q) for the lowMWn (¼ 41 kDa) GNP is steeper
than for the higher molecular weight (132 kDa) GNP.
Hence, the shorter graft chain GNP possesses a higher cL
value [see also Fig. 2(c)]. This difference is not found
in the absence of silica NPs as the measured cL
(¼2480� 20 m=s) is invariant to variations of MWn (66
vs 125 kDa) in bulk PMA films. This MWn independent
sound velocity should also apply to the two lower MWn
PMA, since both are well above the entanglement molecu-
lar weight (∼10 kDa) for bulk PMA.
The longitudinal cL of the GNPs, depicted in Fig. 2(c),

conforms to the effective medium Wood’s model
[blue dotted line, Eq. (1)] for low ϕNP, i.e., high MWn
grafts; for the Wood’s law representation, we used
cL;NP ¼ 4950 m=s, cL;PMA ¼ 2480 m=s, and density val-
ues, ρNP ¼ 2.07 g=cm3 and ρPMA ¼ 1.22 g=cm3, based on
pycnometry measurements [5]. Similarly, the longitudinal
modulus, M ¼ ρc2L (ρ is the GNP density) varies linearly
with ϕNP, Fig. 3(a):

1

M
¼ ϕNP

MNP
þ 1 − ϕNP

MP
: ð1Þ

However, the experimental data show a much stronger
dependence than the Wood’s law predictions for ϕNP >
0.05 corresponding to shorter graft chain lengths
(MWn ∼ 30 to 80 kDa). Notably, cL at low MWn’s cannot
be captured even if we treat the NP as an infinitely rigid filler
with cL;NP → ∞. Other effective medium theories are also
unable to capture the observed behavior [34]. Moreover,
cL seemingly develops a plateau at intermediate mole-
cular weights between 80–100 kDa, as all four values

are very similar within experimental error in Fig. 2(c).
A similar trend, albeit less pronounced, is also observed
for the transverse sound velocity, cT in Fig. 2(d) indi-
cating a virtually constant cL=cT or Poisson’s ratio
(Fig. S2 [30]).
For a continuum system, the high-frequency longitudinal

(M), shear (G), Young’s (E), and bulk (K) moduli of GNPs
can be computed from the two sound velocities cL and cT
and the system density (see Brillouin light spectroscopy in
the Supplemental Material [30]). The four engineering
moduli are shown as a function of ϕNP in Fig. 3(a). The
deviation from the Wood’s law [dashed line in Fig. 3(a)]
occurs for ϕNP > 0.05 resembling the trend observed for
sound velocities [Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)]. Incorporating NPs
thus has a beneficial effect on the overall moduli; more
importantly, the elastic strength is beyond the trivial
effective medium (composition) effect reported for conven-
tional nanocomposites [35,36] in this range of NP loadings
(See Fig. S3 [30], for longitudinal modulus data at addi-
tional grafting densities).

FIG. 3. (a) Bulk (K), Young’s (E), shear (G), and longitudinal
(M) moduli of GNPs GNP’s computed from the sound velocities
of Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). The dashed line is the theoretical prediction
based on the effective medium Wood’s law and the shaded area is
for the structural transition. (b) The modulus ratio for the dry
region and bulk polymer, Mdry=MP, computed from the Wood’s
law assuming either a three-layer (core, dry and interpenetrated
regions) or closely packed hard sphere (core, dry region)
contribution indicated by the gray and blue filled symbols,
respectively. In the hard sphere model, the polymer grafts of
the interpenetrated region occupy the interstitial (void) regions
schematically indicated (in blue) in the inset. Modulus data for
chain lengths which deviate from Wood’s law are shown in the
graph. (c) Hypersonic sound absorption Γ=q2 in GNPs for
different graft MWn. The black dashed line denotes the sound
absorption in the bulk PMA matrix, whereas the red dashed is
guide to the eye.
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We elucidated GNP structure using transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) and small angle x-ray scattering
(SAXS). The SAXS intensity IðqÞ vs wave vector q of
Fig. 1(c) displays a strong peak at a wave vector q�, which
shifts to lower values with increasingMWn, consistent with
an increase in spacing between the NPs. The interparticle
spacing follows ϕ−1=3

NP conforming to space filling (Fig. S4
[30]); ϕNP is estimated from thermal gravimetric analysis
(TGA) experiments (Table S1 [30]). While the crude
analysis of the SAXS data provides the gross picture of
inter-NP spacings, it does not represent the MWn depen-
dent GNPs microstructure, which is described below.
To this end the SAXS data were analyzed in more detail

as a product of a polydisperse hard sphere form factor (with
known radius and polydispersity) with a monodisperse
Percus-Yevick structure factor, with two parameters RHS
and ϕHS, the hard sphere radius and volume fraction. While
the system is not a true hard sphere suspension, it is
comprised of only a single component. The adjustable
parameter, RHS, represents the mean effective size of a
GNP. The volume fraction, ϕHS, on the other hand, is a
convolution of several factors including ϕNP and space
filling of the polymer grafts. The resulting experimentally
determined mean size of the NPs, i.e., RHS (symbols) shows
good agreement with the Rp estimated from model pre-
dictions [solid line in Fig. 1(d)] [14], forMWn ≫ 100 kDa.
However, for lower MWn the scattering derived RHS is
found to be much smaller and equal to Rdry ¼ Rc þ hdry
(the dashed line in Fig. 1(d)). Theory suggests that chains
withMWn ≈ 75 kDa have maximum stretching; in parallel,
rheology [19] suggests that the morphology of the GNP
melts transition in the vicinity of MWn ≈ 100 kDa. While
these differences are likely due to the polydispersity of the
NPs, all of the experimental data, including the GNP
structure from SAXS, imply that the GNPs undergo a
structural transition in the vicinity ofMWn ≈ 100 kDa. We
conjecture that, for shorter chains (extended brush domi-
nated regime), the interpenetration zone is small enough in
extent that it can relax and populate the interstitial regions
between the GNPs [37–40]. Thus, inter-NP contact, is
through adjacent two dry zones [inset to Fig. 3(b)]—this
explains why RHS tracks Rdry ¼ Rc þ hdry under these
conditions. At higher chain lengths (interpenetrated regime
dominated), we find the more expected Rp ≈ RHS implying
that the interpenetrated zones are not exclusively occupying
the interstitial spaces. We posit that this crossover in
behavior of the interpenetrated zone provides key insights
into the tuning of the mechanical response in GNPs.
To rationalize the observed system-specific deviation

from the effective medium elasticity behavior we first apply
the Wood’s law with three contributions, from the core
(Mc ¼ 49.7 GPa), from the interpenetrated zone (modulus
equal to that of the bulk polymer,Minter ¼ Mp ¼ 7.5 GPa),
and from the dry zone, Mdry with known ϕNP, ϕinter, and
ϕdry (¼1 − ϕNP − ϕinter) (See Brillouin light scattering in

the Supplemental Material [30]). Hence, the only unknown
Mdry to the experimental moduli for MWn ≤ 100 kDa and
shown in Fig. 3(b) (gray filled symbols). Expectedly, the
enhanced GNP elasticity for MWn ≤ 100 kDa can be
rationalized by an effective harder “dry” region compared
to the bulk polymer [Fig. 3(b)] [18]. However, the value of
Mdry is molecular weight dependent, which is hard to
rationalize. An alternative explanation follows from SAXS
measurements, which suggest that for short chains the
interpenetration zone fills the interstitial spaces so that NPs
with their associated dry brushes come into contact [inset to
Fig. 3(b)]. Motivated by this emerging new microstructural
picture we propose that sound can propagate through
closed packed hard spheres (i.e., a medium with alternating
NP cores and dry zones) thus ignoring the interpenetrated
zones that populate the voids between the NPs. In an
electrical circuit analogy, these interpenetrated domains
with smaller moduli are in parallel to the faster sound
propagation channel comprised of the NP cores and the dry
zones; this is similar in spirit to observations made for
AAO templates infiltrated with polymers. [41] With this
assumption, the GNPmodulus only depends on an effective
core volume fraction ϕc ¼ ½Rc=ðRc þ hdryÞ�3 (Table S1
[30]), which is higher than the actual NP volume fraction,
ϕNP, with the remaining space being occupied by the dry
zone (1-ϕc). Utilizing Eq. (1) for these two contributions,
with one unknown parameter,Mdry, yields results shown as
blue symbols in Fig. 3(b). Notably, Mdry is very close but
consistently below the polymer modulus; it also is sat-
isfactorily almost independent of molecular weight. These
results surprisingly indicate that the dry zone of a polymer
brush is a more compressible region relative to the
corresponding free polymer. Additional support for this
picture comes from the fact that data from a second system
with σ ≈ 0.65 ch=nm2 with varying MWn follow the same
trend when we plot Mdry=MP as a function of ϕc [Fig. S5
[30] ]. These trends only appear to hold for materials with a
well-defined dry zone, lending further credence to these
notions; for the system with σ ≈ 0.11 chains=nm2, there is
no dry zone due to the sparse grafting density, and this
analysis does not hold.
The phonon dissipation Γ=q2 is obtained from the

experimental BLS spectra [Fig. 2(a)] to examine the
relation of the phonon lifetime (1=Γ) to the brush micro-
structure in GNPs. In the absence of hypersonic dispersion,
occurring only at temperatures about 150 K above the glass
transition Tg [42], the experimental Γ=q2 ¼ ðΓexp − Γ0Þ=q2
should be q independent, where Γ0 denotes the instrumen-
tal width (Fig. S6 [30]). Moreover, the anticipated phonon
scattering by the SiO2 cores is negligible because both
qRc ≪ 1 and ϕNP ≪ 1. [43] Based on the robust
ðΓexp-Γ0Þ=q2 slope, both conditions are expectedly ful-
filled. Further, in this high frequency ðωτÞ2 ≫ 1 (τ is the
segmental α- relaxation time and ω is the phonon
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frequency) limit, Γ=q2 ¼ η=ρ ∼ 1=τ and like τ, the kin-
ematic high frequency viscosity is a local segmental
property. Therefore, Γ=q2 should be insensitive to the
variation of MWn of the grafts. On the contrary, Γ=q2
depicted in Fig. 3(c) is dependent on theMWn of the grafts—
and displays a pinning behavior at MWn ≈ 88 kDa
and it abruptly approaches the value of bulk PMA for
MWn > 100 kDa. A possible explanation would be faster
PMA segmental dynamics at the microstructure crossover
region caused by local packing changes due to chain
extension. Previous studies have shown that fast dynamics
in theGHz-THz region are acceleratedwhen compared to the
homopolymer and this could explain the more dissipative
behavior of the GNPs [44,45]. The fact that the GNPs
transition from a dense structure to a liquidlike phase occurs
at the same chainMWn also suggests a possible correlation.
The picture that emerges is radically different from the

current understanding of such nanocomposites. A simple
application of Wood’s law to a three-layer model suggests
that the dry zone has a higher modulus than the neat
polymer. Rather, we believe that sound propagation appa-
rently predominantly occurs through the NP cores and the
dry layer (in series), with a Mdry=Mp slightly less than 1.
The most important conclusion here is that the departures
from Wood’s law predictions at low graft chain length are
due to the effectively larger silica volume fraction in the
region where sound propagates. This is caused by the
interpenetrated chains filling interstitial spaces and becom-
ing less relevant to the BLS experiments. This provides a
new framework to manipulate the engineering properties of
this class of materials and represents the novel contribution
of this work.
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